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About this Case Study

This case study applies to those operational mining companies that have made solid commitment to 

environmental compliance and have verifiable data based evidence to prove their environmentalenvironmental compliance and have verifiable data-based evidence to prove their environmental 

performance and commitment. Such mining companies can still be challenged by citizen groups 

because of the very nature of the mining business. This case study presents a rather extreme case of 

NGO campaign that even defied the findings of various scientific studies by the government WorldNGO campaign that even defied the findings of various scientific studies by the government, World 

Health Organization and Australia’s Commonwealth for Scientific and Industrial Research 

Organization (CSIRO).  It targeted an individual and was prepared to send him to jail for fifteen years, 

even if it meant using false and deceptive data. Ultimately it took more than two years for Newmont g p y y

and Richard Ness to be cleared of all charges and accusations. For scientific facts and data to 

ultimately succeed, it required a very complex form of information readiness and communication. 

This presentation discusses the information strategy that applied blogging, targeted communication 

and continual presentation and explanation of scientific and technical information in an easy to 

understand format. The strategy presented in this case study is not applicable to those mining sites 

that haven’t got their environmental, health and safety issues in order.



Presentation Outline

 Origin of Newmont-Buyat Bay Controversy inOrigin of Newmont Buyat Bay Controversy in 
Indonesia

 Web Strategy to Combat Misinformation Web Strategy to Combat Misinformation

 Lessons Learnt on Information Readiness for 
Mining Companies
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First allegations of pollution - Manado Post, 1995
Except… The mine did not start operations until 1996

All d f W t Di l PT NMR i d b 32 f ili t LBH M d MP

11th August 1995, Pipeline not even installed yet

Alleged for Waste Disposal, PT NMR is sued by 32 families to LBH Manado, MP.

PT NMR, a gold mining company, was protested by 32 families of Buyat village, Kotabunan, Bolaang Mongondow. 
They claimed to suffer from loss due to PT NMR waste since two years ago, even they are now threatened for 
removal.removal.

….. “We used to catch approximately 10,000 nener per day, yet, since the tailings are disposed to the sea, 
we no longer catch it every day. We are lucky if in a month one of us is able to catch 100 nener,” said Rudy.

The report was seriously responded by Executive Secretary of Walhi Sulut Suwiryo Ismail He said tailings is…The report was seriously responded by Executive Secretary of Walhi Sulut, Suwiryo Ismail. He said tailings is 
toxic, despite it is waste of natural rock, it makes pollution when it enter the sea or river for its concentration 
and characteristics have changed after physical treatment process.

Operations Started 23 March 1996
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1999 “local fishermen” and 
Walhi - Jatam travel to USA

“to receive training on how to conductto receive training on how to conduct 
anti-mining campaigns in Berkley, CA”
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In 2001 Walhi - Jatam publishes a book 
“Minamata to Minahasa”

 Book attacks the use of 
S b i T iliSubmarine Tailings 
Placement Technology

 Compares Buyat Bay to theCompares Buyat Bay to the 
Minamata Bay mercury 
pollution incident of the 50’s

 To be used for WSSD and 
WBG Extractive Industries 
Review campaigns.
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Background information shows that this g
case is the product of a well orchestrated 
campaign of NGO’s in collusion with 
certain regulators

funded by local politicians who 
successfully escalated the controversy to 
the national stage during a sensitive 
political period before the election.
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Initial Media Onslaught
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More Allegations

And then:  
A series of sensational allegations 
th t PT NMR’ ti dthat PT NMR’s operations caused 
the spread of mercury 
contamination, Minamata disease, 
death of Baby Andini and area y
residents. 

"It is advisable for Newmont to first 
examine the fact that there are 
already four adults and two babies 
that died as a result of mercury 
contamination originating from the

Rignolda Djamaludin, Rignolda Djamaludin, 
Sinar Harapan,Sinar Harapan, 21 July 200421 July 2004

contamination originating from the 
river and Buyat Bay which serve as 
the final disposal place for 
Newmont's tailings” 
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Criminal charges filed against 
PT NMR & Minister of Health

Mabes Polri 
20 Juli 2004
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The New York Times

Spurred by Illness, p y
Indonesians Lash Out 

i i iat US Mining Giant

Jane Perlez and Evelyn Rusli

New York Times
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Jailed for 32 days

32 days in detention32 days in detention 
with noted criminals such
as the Marriott  Bombers
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Buyat Case:
Benchmark for promotion

Manado Post, 12 August 2005, page 9

Put Ness in Jail, Prosecutor Will Get Put Ness in Jail, Prosecutor Will Get 
PromotionPromotionPromotionPromotion

Promise by Deputy Attorney General for General Criminal Prosecutions 
(Jampidum) of the Attorney General Office 

MANADO – Deputy Attorney General for General Criminal Prosecutions (Jampidum), Prasetyo, SH., confirmed to the 
journalists on Thursday (12/8) that the attorney general office is convinced that the indictment on mercury-and-journalists on Thursday (12/8) that the attorney general office is convinced that the indictment on mercury and

arsenic-polluted…………..
Amazingly, Prasetyo said that if the public prosecutor team for the Buyat case, including Head of North Sulawesi 

Provincial Prosecutor Office, Nelson Edward Worotikan, SH., who leads the case handling, is successful, Attorney 
General Office will pay attention to the achievement of these select prosecutors. “We will surely appreciate them if 
they are successful in handling the case,” Prasetyo promised whilst Head of North Sulawesi Provincial Prosecutor 
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Criminal trial for alleged 
pollution starts in August 2005
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Analysis: 
Print, TV & Radio’s compounding effect

The story is also featured on the tv news and radio broadcast resulting 
in a compounding negative effect. 

Sensationalism of a story

 Is covered on page one in multiple 
publications

t/v & 
radio

publications

 Story continues to be featured and 
expanded upon for several days

 Editorials further expand interestEditorials further expand interest

Sensationalism expands coverage

 Sensationalism expands media coverage 
f i t di t t l i i d difrom print media to television and radio.

 In the case of Buyat, the story was 
featured front page and was the lead tv
and radio news story for days on end.
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Analysis: Initial Negative Coverage

 Initial negative coverage - irreversible effect, no 
resources for responseresources for response.

Once multiple media outlets featured the story in a 
negative light fiction became fact perception becamenegative light, fiction became fact, perception became 
reality and investigative journalism fell by the wayside.

Editors were hesitant and slow to react as the true factsEditors were hesitant and slow to react as the true facts 
relating to the story came to the surface.

Politicians jumped on the bandwagon and used the issuePoliticians jumped on the bandwagon and used the issue 
as a platform to further their individual popularity; this 
was especially true during the national election 
campaign period
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Analysis: Voice

 Voice analysis of first phase 
shows extremely low company 
oice representation andvoice representation, and 

indicates leading newspapers 
had very good access to 
government and politicians on g p
the campaign trail.

 Pre-existing level of the 
understanding of the issues isunderstanding of the issues is 
a requirement.

 If not, press and others require 
education.

2nd Half of 2004 Voice

education.
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Analysis: Four favorable events

 The World Health Organization g
determines that the Buyat villagers 
were not exposed to any heavy metal 
contamination.

I t t t h

 Australia’s Commonwealth Scientific 
and Industrial Research Organization 
finds no evidence of any heavy metal 
contamination in the waters of BuyatInsert your own text here contamination in the waters of Buyat 
Bay with all the fish population low 
in heavy metals.
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Analysis: Four favorable events (cont.)

 Indonesia’s own Ministry of Environment finds that Buyat Bay water 
is pristine, with the fish low in metals and safe for consumption.is pristine, with the fish low in metals and safe for consumption.

Insert your own text here

 Indonesia’s leading university in marine sciences and health 

Insert your own text here

do es a s ead g u e s ty a e sc e ces a d ea t
confirms the findings that waters, coral and aquatic life were not 
impacted by heavy metals or mine tailings, and that the health of the 
community was not impacted and is similar to that of other costal 
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Misinformation: 
Facts, while interesting were totally irrelevant and 
gained limited news coverage!

… Misinformation ruled the day!
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Misinformation:
Samples, Samples, Samples

Police Investigation Samples

Field Sample Collection Police Laboratory Someone tampered

24 34 +10 
water water samples 

samples 
collected

samples 
analyzed

were 
added incollected 

in field
analyzed 
by police 

added in 
shipment
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Misinformation:
Indonesian Police Laboratory
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Misinformation:
Indonesian NGO’s

Buyat 2000 blood data, men only

12

NGO’s show a 
correlation of
metals in blood

2

4

6

8

10

H
g

But: People are 20 X 
below safe limits ??

0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

As

But… No Correlation !!
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Misinformation:
Tech Team Report [Hazard Index Calculations]

A family of four, two of which are small children 
eat the equivalent of 

77 cans (180 gms) of fish every day77 cans (180 gms) of fish every day.
“Trust Me !!”

Source: KLH Tech Team Report Hazard 
Index Calculation -November 2004

A family of four eats 5.1 TONS OF FISH MEAT  PER YEAR ???
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The Verdict

 On 24-April-2007 the court ruled in favor of Newmont and Richard 
Ness.

 All charges were dropped

 The court also ruled that the data presented by NGOs and the Police 
were incorrect

 The court upheld the scientific conclusions of the World Health The court upheld the scientific conclusions of the World Health 
Organizations and CSIRO-Australia.



Richardness.org: 
An innovative communications strategy
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Media Recognition of Blog
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Richardness.org
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Richardness.org

Initial Reasons for a Blog

Reasons for starting the website

 Started in late 2005

 A way for me to participate/contribute.

 Keep friends and family up to date Keep friends and family up-to-date.

 Document the trial.

 Centralized area to store documents.

A Shift in Focus

 An additional resource for State Dept., 
State Senators, press.p

 Evolved into resource for case studies, 
PhD and Master students.

 Combat biased news coverage.
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Blog Components

Update your BriefUpdate your 
readers and talk 

about issues

Brief 
summaries of 
all hearings As most of the press has 

never been to any of the 
hearings this was a 
d t k th

Short, bite-sized blogs tell 
the story and break down 
complex issues.

A brief summaryNewmont Press

UN WHO, 
CISRO and 
other reports

Video, Flash 
books & 

presentations

good way to keep them 
up todate

A brief summary 
of the case to-
date

Newmont Press 
Releases Having the the UN WHO 

and CSIRO reports easily 
available helped establish 

credibility

Videos from interviews, 
press items, court hearings 
and flash presentations 
are resources that visitors 

Having a wide variety of materials that are linked together in 

can draw on.
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Blog Process

Blog Idea 
Event or story 
driven

Sources
Important to 
cite sources

Media
When possible 
include other 
media

Publish
Post blog and 
send out 
newsletter

Engage
Start 
discussions on 
other sites
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Blog Statistics 

Verdict
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Compounding effect of traffic

Referral Sources Rank

Surprising sources of interest

jennifermarohasy.com (Australia) 3

theunspunblog.com (Indonesia) 5

resourceinvestor.com (USA) 7

hukumonline.com (Indonesia) 10

ithinkmining.blog.infomine.com (USA) 11

goldmine.wordpress.com (South America) 12

grenswetenschap nl (Netherlands) 13grenswetenschap.nl (Netherlands) 13

jurist.law.pitt.edu (Law School-US) 14

Network effect through other blogs increased readership nonNetwork effect through other blogs increased readership non linearly!!!linearly!!!
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Media Analysis: Key Findings

Results are based on the analysis of more than 3,000 media reports.Results are based on the analysis of more than 3,000 media reports.
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News Item Scoring Methodology
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Media DNA - Unchanged

Koran Tempo – 2nd Half of 2004 Koran Tempo – 2nd Half of 2006
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Media DNA - Changed

The Jakarta Post – 2nd Half of 2004 The Jakarta Post – 2nd Half of 2006
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National Media, 2nd half of 2004
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National Media, 2nd half of 2006
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English-Language Papers, 2nd half of 2004
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English-Language Papers, 2nd half of 2006
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Total, 2nd half of 2004
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Total, 2nd half of 2006
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News Outlets’ Lack of Coverage

All the news that’s not ‘Fit to Print’ 

NYT
Covered only
the negativeg

side

Some news organizations will not correct the record and continue to 
be quoted by others.
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Information Readiness & Campaign Strategies
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Information Readiness Issue for Mining CompaniesInformation Readiness Issue for Mining Companies

Reality Risk Strategy
 Mining operation hasMining operation has  This creates readyThis creates ready  Get EnvironmentalGet Environmental Mining operation has Mining operation has 

a wide range of a wide range of 
environmental and environmental and 
social issuessocial issues

 This creates ready This creates ready 
opportunity for opportunity for 
information cherryinformation cherry--
pickingpicking

 Get Environmental Get Environmental 
compliance in shape compliance in shape 
& develop & develop 
communication communication p gp g
readiness for successreadiness for success

Environmental commitment must be complete and 
comprehensive—no compromises

Even with solid environmental commitment, mining 
operations remain highly vulnerable!!!
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New Realities

 No News is NOT good news No News is NOT good news

 Only plenty of good news is really good news

 Conventional PR is no longer good enough

 Half-life of good news: may be a day

 Half-life of negative news: forever
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Blog Traffic and Negative News Trend

7 000

Strong Web Presence Matters!!!Strong Web Presence Matters!!!
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trend coincides with the 
increasing readership 

trend of the blog. Survey 
06 06 06 06 06 06 06 06 06 07 07 07 07

Share of Negative News

of journalists showed that 
blog played a significant 

role in getting the Share of Negative News
information out to the 
media and the public.
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Key Finding from NewmontKey Finding from Newmont--Buyat ControversyBuyat Controversy

100%

Voice Representation Matters!!!Voice Representation Matters!!!
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Steps Towards Information Readiness

4 C i l C i i4. Continual Communication

3 Conclusions and Findings3. Conclusions and Findings

2. Data Analysis

1. Raw Data
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It does not take much negative news to have a company’s reputation 
damaged and undermine shareholder value.

Information readiness is key to a company’s defense.Information readiness is key to a company’s defense.
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THANK YOU!!!

w w w . P e r f o r m e k s . c o mw w w . P e r f o r m e k s . c o m
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Supporting Slides
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Timeline of Events

Date Events
20 July 2004 A local NGO accused Newmont of causing over a hundred local residents to suffer from Minamata 

disease, which is caused by mercury contamination.
Th I d i N i l P li d h i d d b h i ifi d

August 2004

The Indonesian National Police announced their water tests, conducted by their own uncertified 
laboratory, showed Buyat Bay had been polluted with high levels of mercury and arsenic. 
Newmont had an independent laboratory test duplicate samples (simultaneously collected) which 
disagree with police lab results and found all levels of heavy metals within all international clean 
water standards.
Th N Y k Ti bli h d f t t i li ti N t i d th f b b A di i d

September 8, 2004
The New York Times published a front page story implicating Newmont in death of baby Andini and 
causing fish stocks to disappear. Story leapt onto international scene. NYT ombudsmen would 
later criticize this story in his report.

September 2004 PTNMR, Rick Ness, and five other Newmont employees were arrested and detained by police.

October 2004

The World Health Organization and the Japanese Minamata Disease Institute release a study that 
says mercury levels in villagers are within normal range, thus there is no Minamata disease. Two 
additional studies [Indonesian Ministry for Environmental Affairs and the Australian Commonwealth 
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO)] confirm Newmont’s own studies – Buyat 
Bay is not polluted.

November 8, 2004

A sub-group of the Integrated Team issues a "Technical Team Report" which uses the same data 
as the original October report, but, although the data show that the water is not impacted and the 
fish are safe, concludes the Buyat Bay is polluted. Dissenting members of the Integrated Team 
issue letters claiming that the Technical Team’s conclusions are political and not scientific.
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Timeline of Events

Date Events
December 23, 2004 Newmont won Habeas Corpus appeal; Jakarta District Court ruled that police investigation was 

illegal. Police refuse to follow Habeas Corpus decision. 

I d i Mi i t f E i t fil d $133 illi d ll i il it i t L tMarch 9, 2005 Indonesian Ministry of Environment filed a $133 million dollar civil suit against company. Later, 
Government announced it will settle suit out of court. 

March 15, 2005 Supreme Court reviewed and overturned Habeas Corpus decision on appeal by the police despite 
Indonesian law that says it cannot be appealed.

August 5 2005 Richard Ness indicted by Manado District Court on charges of pollutionAugust 5, 2005 Richard Ness indicted by Manado District Court on charges of pollution

February 16, 2006
The Government of Indonesia and Newmont jointly announce they have signed a goodwill 
agreement regarding post-mining scientific monitoring and sustainable development initiatives in 
North Sulawesi. 
Concluding the 21-month long trial, Rick Ness and PTNMR were acquitted of all charges in 

April 24, 2007

g g q g
Manado's District Court. The court ruled that there was insufficient evidence that the Minahasa 
mine failed to comply with government regulations or the waste dumped near Buyat Bay caused 
any health problems or pollution. Judges release 500+ page verdict detailing in painstaking detail 
their investigation and conclusions to the case.
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